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ABSTRACT
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!This  paper  discusses  both  the  internal  details  of  these  modules.

!Please  note  that  the  information  relating  to  the  internal  details  of
!the  software  interrupt  mechanism  has  been  moved  to  Software  Interrupt
IMechanism  PE-TI-879.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This  document  provides  a  description  of  the  internals  of  the  software
interrupt  control  modules,  SW$INT,  SW$MKRCS,  SW$R00FF,  SW$RAOF,  and
SW$QN.

At  Rev.  19.0  six  software  interrupt  types  have  been  defined  for
PRIMOS.  They  are  the  following:

1)  CPU  watchdog  timer  (CPU_TIMER$  condition),

2)  Real  Time  watchdog  timer  (ALARM$  condition),

3)  Phantom  Logout  Notification  (PH_L0G0$),

4)  Cross  Process  Signalling  (CPS$),

5)  Logout  (LOGOUT$),  and

6)  Terminal  QUIT  (QUIT$).

CPS$  is  an  internal  condition  and  will  never  be  released  to  the  general
p u b l i c .

!At  Rev.  19*3  a  seventh  interrupt  type  has  been  added.

!  1)  IPC  Message  Waiting  (IPC_MSG_WAITING$)

SW$INT  and  its  associated  mechanism  allow  a  user  to  independently  and
selectively  enable/disable  any  or  all  of  these  interrupt.

!SW$MKRCS,  SW$R00FF,  SW$RAOF,  and  SW$ON  allow  a  user  to  enable/disable
lall  of  these  interrupts  at  one  time.

!Before  the  creation  of  these  modules,  a  user  was  able  to  turn  off  only
one  kind  of  software  interrupt,  QUIT.  This  was  done  via  the  BREAKS
module.  For  more  information  on  this  module  consult  PRIMOS  Subroutines
Guide  (BR£AK$  Function).

The  following  are  only  descriptions  of  the  internal  workings  of  the
software  interrupt  control  modules.  The  calling  interfaces  are  defined
in  Software  Interrupt  Control  Module  Functional  Spec.  PE-TI-1005.

2 SW$INT - THE SOFTWARE INTERRUPT CONTROL MODULE

The  software  interrupt  mechanism  control  module,  SW$INT  performs  three
basic  functions;  reading  the  present  state  of  the  interrupt  types,
turn ing  on  in ter rupt (s) ,  and  turn ing  o ff  in ter rupt (s) .  In  add i t ion,
when  enabling  interrupts  SW$INT  invokes  SW$ABT  to  determine  if  .any
software  interrupts  are  pending  and  should  be  taken.

The  following  algorithm  briefly  describes  the  operation  of  SW$INT:
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Determine  the  ring  in  which  SW$INT  is  to  operate.

Get  the  already  defered  status.

Determine  if  the  key  is  valid  and  if  a  read  and/or  enable/disable
is  to  occur.

Determine  if  the  selected  interrupt  type(s)  is  valid.

Determine  if  enough  space  has  been  provided  for  SW$INT  to  write  to
if  it  is  going  to  do  a  read.

Determine  if  the  ring  in  which  SW$INT  is  valid.

If  everything  is  valid  up  till  this  point

!  Per form  the  des ignated  read  and/or  enable /d isab le  operat ion(s)
!  f o r  e a c h  s e l e c t e d  i n t e r r u p t  t y p e .

If  enabling  interrupt(s)  and  an  interrupt  has  already  been
defered  then  call  BCKUPB  to  insure  that  the  call  into  ring  0
will  be  retryed  after  the  defered  interrupt  has  been  signalled.

Else  i f  enabl ing  in ter rupt (s)  and  i t  is  a l r ight  to  invoke
SW$ABT  invoke  it.

Return  the  already  defered  status.

All  reading,  enabling,  or  disabling  is  acheived  through  the  use  of
either  "and",  "or",  or  "and  with  inverted  target"  operations.  This  is
done  for  the  sake  of  fast  performance.

It  should  be  noted  that  SW$INT  set  or  clears  the  appropriate  bits  in
the  interrupt  control  words  in  PUDCOM  for  all  interrupt  types  except
terminal  quits.  This  type  is  handled  by  BREAK$.

3 SW$MKRCS - TURNING ON SOFTWARE INTERRUPTS IN RING 0

SW$MKRCS  enables  the  receipt  of  software  interrupts  in  ring  0.  The
area  of  code  in  ring  0  which  is  enabled  is  known  as  a  reverse  critical
section.  (MKRCS  stands  for  make  a  reverse  critical  section.)

Basical ly,  SW$MKRCS  is  responsible  for  two  things;  enabl ing  al l
software  interrupts  not  presently  enabled  and  returning  a  description
of  the  interrupts  which  were  already  enabled  at  the  time  of  the  call  to
SW$MKRCS.  (This  description  will  later  be  used  to  end  the  reverse
critical  section.  It  must  be  possible  start  and  end  a  reverse  critical
section  in  the  same  state  with  respect  to  software  interrupts.)

The  following  algorithm  oriefly  describes  the  operation  of  SW$MKRCS:

Getting  present  software  interrupt  status
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Inverting  found  status

Checking  terminal_quit  state

Enabling  all  presently  off  interrupts  -

the  result  of  steps  1,  2,  and  3*

If  any  interrupts  are  found  pending  SW$ABT  is  called  to

handle  the  interrupt

The  enabling  of  interrupts  is  achieved  by  an  "or"  operation.  This  is
done  for  maximum  speed.

It  should  be  noted  that  SW$MKRCS  directly  modifies  the  ring  0  quit
counter,  PUDCOM.ROQUIT,  and  does  not  call  BREAK$.  This  is  done  for
performance  sake.

4 3W$R0OFF - TURNING OFF SOFTWARE INTERRUPTS IN RING 0

SW$R0OFF  allows  code  in  ring  0  to  disable  a  selected  set  of  software
interrupts.  It  is  used  in  conjuction  with  SW$MKRCS  to  bound  a  reverse
c r i t i c a l  s e c t i o n .

Basically,  SW$R00FF  is  responsible  for  one  thing;  turning  off  the
selected  software  interrupts.

The  following  algorithm  briefly  describes  the  operation  of  SW$R00FF:

Turn  off  the  selected  interrupts

Checking  terminal_quit  state

The  enabling  of  interrupts  is  achieved  by  an  "and  with  inverted  target"
operation.  This  is  done  for  maximum  speed.

It  should  be  noted  that  SW$R0OFF  directly  modifies  the  ring  0  quit
counter,  PUDCOM.ROQUIT,  and  does  not  call  BREAK$.  This  is  done  for
performance  sake.

5 SW$RAOF - TURNING OFF ALL SOFTWARE INTERRUPTS IN RING 3

SW$RAOF  allows  code  in  ring  3  to  quickly  disable  al l  software
interrupts.  It  is  used  to  create  a  region  of  code  that  cannot  be
software  interrupted.  This  region  is  known  as  a  critical  section.

Basically,  SW$RAOF  is  responsible  for  two  things;  turning  off  all
software  interrupts  not  presently  inhibited  and  returning  a  description
of  the  software  interrupts  that  were  already  off  prior  to  the  call  to
SW$RAOF.  (This  description  will  later  be  used  to  end  the  critical
section.  It  must  be  possible  start  and  end  a  critical  section  in  the
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same  state  with  respect  to  software  interrupts.)

The  following  algorithm  briefly  describes  the  operation  of  SW$RAOF:

Getting  the  present  interrupt  status

Turning  off  all  interrupts

Checking  terminal  quit  state
The  disabling  of  interrupts  is  achieved  by  an  "and  with  the  inverse"
operation.  This  is  done  for  maximum  speed.
It  should  be  noted  that  SW$RA0F  directly  modifies  the  ring  0  quit
counter,  PUDCOM.ROQUIT,  and  does  not  call  BREAK$.  This  is  done  for
performance  sake.

6 SW$0N - TURNING ON SOFTWARE INTERRUPTS IN RING 3

SW$RON  allows  code  in  ring  3  to  quickly  enable  a  set  of  selected
software  interrupts.  It  is  in  general  used  to  end  a  critical  section.

Basical ly,  SW$RON  is  responsible  for  one  thing;  turning  on  the
selected  set  of  software  interrupts.

The  following  algorithm  briefly  describes  the  operation  of  SW$ON:

Turning  on  the  selected  interrupts

Checking  terminal_quit  state

If  any  interrupts  are  found  pending  SW$ABT  is  called  to

handle  the  interrupt

The  enabling  of  interrupts  is  achieved  by  an  "or"  operation.  This  is
done  for  maximum  speed.

It  should  be  noted  that  SW$ON  directly  modifies  the  ring  0  quit
counter,  PUDCOM.ROQUIT,  and  does  not  call  BREAK$.  This  is  done  for
performance  sake.

7 MORE INFORMATION ON THE SOFTWARE INTERRUPT MECHANISM

IFor  information  on  the  details  of  the  software  interrupt  mechanism
',  consult  Software  Interrupt  Mechanism  PE-TI-879.

iFor  information  relating  to  why  this  new  software  interrupt  control
imodule  was  built  consult  Software  Interrupt  Control  Module  Proposal
IPE-TI-1004.

IFor  information  relating  to  the  use  of  the  software  interrupt  control
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jmechanism  consult  Software  Interrupt  Control  Module  Functional  Spec.
IPE-TI-1005.
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